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QUESTION NO: 1

Your company has an E-Series system connected to Cisco MDS switches. You are asked to provision a volume on a new 
Windows host, but the Windows host is unable to connect to the volume on the ESeries system. All other Windows hosts in 
the fabric are able to connect to their volumes.

In this scenario, which three actions should you perform to accomplish this task? (Choose three.)

A. Create a new virtual SAN (VSAN)

B. Obtain the WWPN for the Windows HBA

C. Restart the switches

D. Create a single-initiator zone with the host and E-Series system

E. Add a zone to the active zoneset

ANSWER: B C E 

QUESTION NO: 2

A customer needs to add an EF280 with FC into its existing Brocade fabric but the FC ports in the SANtricity System 
Manager are showing the FC ports as down and the LED on the FC HIC is amber.

Which three tasks does the installer need to complete to solve this problem? (Choose three.)

A. Verify that the ports are enabled on the switch

B. Verify that the cables are plugged into the switch

C. Verify that the server HBA has the boot BIOS enabled

D. Verify that the EF280s management port is up

E. Verify that the switch zone has the WWPNs for the EF280 and Server HBAs

ANSWER: A B E 

QUESTION NO: 3

Your company has deployed an E2824 and has decided to change the host protocol from iSCSI to FC. You use the storage 
array profile to review the installed SFPs.

In this scenario, which set of supported data rates indicates that you are using dual-purpose SFPs?
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A. 25 Gbps, 10 Gbps

B. 32 Gbps, 16 Gbps, 8 Gbps, 4 Gbps

C. 16 Gbps, 10 Gbps, 8 Gbps, 4 Gbps

D. 16 Gbps, 8 Gbps, 4 Gbps

ANSWER: C 

Explanation:

Reference: https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMLP2773527 (2)

QUESTION NO: 4

Which iSCSI setting would you change from its default value to increase the throughput of an iSCSI host port on a NetApp E-
Series system?

A. maximum transmission unit (MTU)

B. flow control

C. Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP)

D. Time to Live (TTL)

ANSWER: A 

Explanation:

Reference: https://www.netapp.com/us/media/tr-3409.pdf

QUESTION NO: 5

A customer has an E5760 array with a 30-drive Dynamic Disk Pool (DDP) that uses 800 GB SSD drives. The customer 
needs to expand the pool by one drive but has only a 1.6 TB SSD drive available.

In this scenario, what happens when the customer attempts to add the 1.6 TB drive to the existing pool?

A. The pool is expanded by 1.6 TB

B. The pool is expanded by 1.6 TiB

C. The pool is expanded by 800 GB

D. An error occurs, and the add fails
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ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 6

To enable one-way authentication in a new iSCSI Linux implementation, which three modifications should you make in the 
/etc/iscsi/iscsid.conf file on the Linux host? (Choose three.)

A. the target username and password

B. the initiator username and password

C. CHAP

D. sendtargets discovery

E. iSCSI

ANSWER: A C D 

Explanation:

Reference: https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMP1654943

QUESTION NO: 7

A customer has launched a data analytics initiative and has been transferring old data into the new data lake. The customer 
has discovered some data read errors during the transfer process.

In this scenario, how should the customer have avoided these data integrity issues?

A. by ensuring that data assurance and media scan are always activated

B. by deploying secure-capable drives

C. by turning on cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs)

D. by turning on erasure coding

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 8

In which two locations would you find the WWPNs for a Windows host? (Choose two.)

A. FC switch

B. host’s BIOS
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C. Windows Device Manager

D. HBA vendor’s utility

ANSWER: A D 

Explanation:

Reference: https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMP1532524 (7)

QUESTION NO: 9

Click the Exhibit button.

You ordered a NetApp E2812 Duplex 16GB 10 GbE Base-T system.

Referring to the exhibit, what is the maximum number of 10GbE Base-T ports available to be used?

A. 8

B. 4

C. 6

D. 12

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 10

You are adding drives to an existing Dynamic Disk Pool (DDP).

In this scenario, which two drive characteristics should you consider when selecting the drives? (Choose two.)

A. if the drives are the same capacity or larger

B. if the drives have a compatible security type
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C. if the drives are from the same manufacturer

D. if the drives have the same firmware level

ANSWER: A B 

Explanation:

Reference: https://www.netapp.com/us/media/tr-4652.pdf
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